
Cheney ’ s Palace  photographic reconstruction 

By Alan Higgs BA ( hons) f ine art 

The principal reference used was by Radulph Agas from his survey made for the Manor in 1581. I went to see this in the British Li-

brary where it resides. 

It mentions a great court, middle court and back court. To the left is the great garden and small garden and top right is called the 

drying yard. To the bottom right is one of the ponds, still in existence. 

Using artistic licence I moved this pond up to bring it into my composition. 

The  most valuable piece for me was this pencil sketch by John Thorpe. The left front view was only  just over half of the building 

being equally repeated  each side of the main entrance. But the detail is amazing and knowing the size was 210 feet x 158 feet one 

could get the scale of everything pretty correct. 

John Thorpe was a surveyor/architect and his many drawings of such work are preserved in the Soane Museum, London. It is  re-

lated he was working in Ampthill and he travelled over especially to see and sketch this grand palace from personal interest. 



I did many readings to aquire knowledge. Blundell ’ s Toddington, Its Annals and people; Allan Fea ’ s The Loyal Wentworths; Invento-

ries of Bedfordshire Country Houses 1714-1830, but the pages above from the 1940 Harold Armitage ’ s book Toddington Tragedy 

were the most rewarding. 

Built 1560ish with huge alterations to make it classical in the 17th century. After the Monmouth scandal and his ultimate execution at the 

Tower in 1685, the State  bankrupted the Wentworths, let alone how Henrietta funded Monmouth ’ s attack on the monarchy. The Pal-

ace remained empty for 50 years and fell into a terrible state of disrepair. It was finally pulled down in 1745 and just sufficient left for 

farming use. 

Queen Elizabeth 1st visited twice once in 1563 and again in 1576. 



Further  descriptive readings   

The Wentworth coat of arms carving outside the 

old White Hart at Hockliffe 







A lot of folks ask me just where was this? So the old footprint is superimposed on a google earth image here. 

 

My view from above is looking straight up so the remaining tower is on the rear corner and the old Tudor kitchen is 

out of sight. 

 

But the present Manor still has the stables at the rear where they were nearly 500 years ago. 



After digesting all this I had a really good idea of how it looked but had to ignore one description where they stated octagonal towers as 

the existing one  remaining is clearly round. 

So I made and scanned a pencil sketch with perspective and that was my base layer. I also made the file in Photoshop AO size in order 

to eventually obtain large prints for our Library, Schools and Archives. 

To this base layer it was easy to render bit by bit with real bricks, real tiles and all the other ingredients. 

Garden side 

wall 

Front side 

wall 

Tower 

Flag with Wentworth 

Coat of arms 

Whole roof 

Garden Wall 

A front gable 
A rear gable 

A chimney 

Etc. etc. 192 times !! 



A gradual build up one layer at a time 



Basics all in place but still a flat image with no shading 

Finally de-layered and shading added 

with the dodge and burn tool 



Final image with Tudor folks, horses, sheep, etc., added and Queen Elizabeth 

1st entering the front gate. 

10 months work in-between times but worth it to imagine going down that drive 

and witnessing this Palace in all its glory. Formal gardens to the left, a wild 

flower meadow to the right and a stunning Palace awaiting !! 

Video at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yg4BjfhLVI  

Hi Res Image: http://www.slimshader.co.uk/orig.jpg  
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